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-’cence from the

of Äaine.

Representatives on the several Counties, Towns,
thi PieS’.°.n the ?TSt aPP®rti2oment‘
Lat the Plantation known by the name
or Passadunkeag, in tne county ofPenobscot, which is1
not by the Resolve “ apportioning the Representativesi
on the several counties, towns, plantations and classes1
on the first apportionment,” passed March 23d, 1821,(
included m any class, be, and shall be included in the
class with Sebec, Williamsburg, Brownville, Kilmarn°ck, Milo, Maxfield and Blakesburg, otherwise cal
led No. 1, jth Range, and shall be entitled according
ly, to vote in that class, for the choice of their Repre
sentative.
r
[This Resolve passed Feb. 24, 1824.]

lature, he put his name to a set of resolutions insult
1H
’S the
uie members
memoers of
01 Congress from this state, by reing
commending them to attend a Congressional Cau''”t which,’*it-was
- ■*- well known
------ would be got up by
I' eus,
| the exclusive friends of William H. Crawford, and
with the full knowledge, while so advising them, that
they were bound, ini good faith to their constituents,
not to attend it.
7th. That the genuine republicanism, the long,
tried and faithful services, the sound, political integ
rity, the correct and discriminating judgment, the
legislative experience aud unobtrusive merit of

No. 13.

pie is denominated an act of firm and dignified pa
triotism.
The “ Democratic Republicans” are
congratulated on the fine prospect presented by
this state of things, and talk of a choice of a Pre
sident by the people.-^-A choice by the people ! !
Who are the-people ? They are not this little
band of political jockeys and swindlers, dictating
to their minions, an obsequious Senate, and array»
ed in opposition to the current of public opinion.
They are not these upstart tyrants of the land,
a self-created aristocracy, governed by no principle,
yielding to no voice but that of self-interest, and
believing in no power but that of falsehood, bribe
ry and corruption.—-They are the free, independ
ent, and enlightened citizens of these United States^
men, whose interests are identified with the pub
lic good, who are governed by the principles of
justice, men, who, though the “ Democratic Re-?
publicans” dare not trust them, will never sell
their birth-right for a mess of pottage ; And al
though at times, they may be insulted, abilsed and
throw» from their straight forward course by the
ambition and intrigues of the base and unprinci
pled, they will regain the *’ even tenor of their
way,” thjy will re-assert their rights and brush
the cobwebs from the CHARTER, until thé
Letter and the Spirit shall brighten before them.
Fellow-Citizens,
io you and to you only, we appeal and en
treat 1 you lor the
honour of Jyóur átate,J for your
1
J
I owa honour> and your ov«i good, to Select in de^
nanrp'nf
_k,
-...J
____ ' __i_ __ ....
fiance of office-holders
and expectants,
such men
only for Senators, as will do their duty, men, who
will respect themselves, respect the Honourable
body to which they belong, respect the dignity
of the State, and treat as an insult every attempt
from Lobby members and Out-door politicians to di
rect and control th^ir deliberations, and blast with
merited contempt the schemes and designs of all,
who infringe on their just rights as free and inde
pendent Legislators.
Let the principle be once
established that your Senate may bid you defiance
and your liberties are gone forever.

AN ACT respecting elections of Representatives
in classed districts.
Be it enacted by the Senate and hou^e of Representa
tives in Legis ature as^emb id, That where towns &
plaatations are ov may be classed for the purpose of
choosing a Representative, it shad be the duty of the
i Saco, viz.
£ S selectmen of the oldest town in said district, or the
assessors of the oldest plantation, where there is no
;land^ofvviliaP^ incorporated town in such districts, to notify the se
lectmen ofjowns, and^assessors of plantations in their
• lots to suit purchase^’V- .respective districts, of the time and place of meeting
JOSEPH PRIME, Esq.
T >"■■■
-p’/ ~jv.nv«. V» »»IVClIUg
Jand, bounded on a
for
„c___
.... 1J
_____
demand the notice and approbation of the commu
tor the
the Durnose
purpose nf
of PYamininrr
examining rnr>;»o
copies of the I.-,,
list of
votes
and others, marked
nity
;
and
that we cheerfully recommend him to
■^r a .representative, in the manner prescribed in the /, Resolve in. addition to a-------------iVC
.,.
Resolve apportioning the Repour fellow citizens for their support as Senator, on
resenfarivp«on the several counties,
o. _ See.
. . on the
r- ’ first
awith the flatty J Constitution ; and such time so notified in manner] resentatives
the 2d Monday of September ensuing.
aforesaid, shall continue to be the same annually,
apportionment,
‘bout 52 acres,
8th That we will unite cordially with our political
until otherwise ordered, and notified in manner afore- I Resolved, That, in amendment of, and in addition
said ; and for the purpose of examining the list afore- i t0 a Resolve “ apportioning the Representatives on the friends in the other sections, of the County in support
of
such other candidates for the Senate, as may be
said one selectman of any town, and one assessor of several counties, towns, plantations, and classes in
reauirerl to
tn attend
atrpnrl from
fmm i; the
first
any plantation, only, shall be required
tae ”
rst apportionment, ” passed March 22, iSzii most agreeable to their wishes.
(It being thought expedient although not directly
L MBiSdTiOrd andAr*‘ each town and plantation classed as aforesaid for the ’
' North Salem, in the county of Som; that the -------town of
within the object of the meeting, to as
d Mark L. Hdl^l foregoing purpose.
1 erset, which is not by any resolve included in any jj embraced
the opinions of those present upon the sever1 manàndaRbe ’n<?J.uded,in,the class with Phillips, Freç- j! certain
al candid
[This act passed Feb. 21 1824 ]
fthe other haliasO]
-, al candidates before the people of the county, whose
man and Kingheld and that the town of Monson and • elections
Resolve providing for the choice of Electors of Presi Plantation No. 7, in the seventh Range, north of the elections were likely to be contested, the following
Tynglqt socalledjfe'
dent and Vice President.
Waldo patent, in the county aforesaid, which is.not resolution was unanimously adopted.)
9th. That the nomination of William Bur
Resolved, That on the first Monday of November included m any cld3s, shall be included in the class
indadjoiriingthehndsg
• Parkman.
M next, there shall be chosen at large, out of the whole with Ripley,Hartland,Corinna, Palmyra, Saint-Albans, leigh for member of Congress, and of James
Campbell and Thomas Fill ebrown, as elect
.! auvui
11c quarter oloff..
a f: State, two Electors of President and Vice-President and Parkman.
about »jone
Resolve passed Feb z5, 1824.]
ors a large, of President and Vice President, and
I Tarbox now lives,
' of.’be Unitted States, and one in each District within
Is-- of Nathaniel Hobbs, as an elector for York
Is in the town of Arundel ? this Siale’.as is now bmited for the choice of RepreXiATXOZîAXi
'
District, meets our approbation and will receive our
ging to the heirs of silk’ *en£at'yes in the Congress of the United States. And
support.
ing in common with ik > n 8’)a be the duty of the selectmen of the several*
It was
Resolved, XvUll.
10th. That
resolu1*0 then
mvu xicoc/oi/cu.,
1 licit these
lllcbC rcSOltl"
FOR PRESIDENT,
St towns ana theassessors ofthe sev.i d plantations in
tmns together with the proceedings of this meeting,
ds will be sold inlotstaJ' ^’s State, in the manner the law directs for calling
Hon. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
hp
..., c,.
------------j _
P 
be signed k<?
by thp
the rh-UwmA»
Chairman and
Secretary
and
pub
s|t town meetings, to cause the inhabitants of their respeclished in the Kennebunk Gazette and Independant
VICE PRESIDENT,
>e made known at ih? l've towns anf^ plantations, duly qualified to vote for
Statesman.
Hon. JOHN C. CALHOUN.
■ a more particulardeJ« RePresentatives and Senators to the Legislature of
ALEXANDER RICE, Chairman.
ill be exhibited
W’! this ^ate’t0 assemWe on Monday the first day of NoNATHANIEL LOW. Secretary.
vember next, to give in their written votes to the seAugust 27, 1824.
ELECTORS AT LARGE FOR MAINE.
lectmen or assessors, whose duty it is shall be to preH
on
.
THOMAS
FILLE
BROWN,
miahii'' side *n such meetin8» for one Elector assigned to such
Hon. JAMES CAMPBELL.
District respectively, and for two Electors to be choFor the Kennebunk Gazette.
EIRSON,
Sen at ,arge in the State’ a8 aforesaid, not being SenaÜ KING. I
■ ¡ P lClt< tors or Representatives, or persons holding any office
■representative to congress.
To the People of Fork Senatorial District.
I FrZ a oflrust or Profit under said United States. And the
The recent attempts of the Crawford faction
Hon. WILLIAM BURLEIGH.
mu,' Said s?lectmen or assessors, or the Major part of them,
in this county to send men of their own ranks in
I
shall in open^town meeting, sort and count the votes,
to
the Senate of Maine have called forth the al
a and form a list of the persons voted for, with the numSTATE NOMINATION.
-’"41 ber of votes for each person against his name; and shall
most united voice of the People against them.
FOR GOVERNOR,
To the friends of William Burleigh.
1 hat most of the members of the Senate of Maine
mdke a Public declaration thereof in said meeting, and
a LI- A
.
SI Shall, in presence of said inhabitants, seal up copies of
It is time you should awake from your slumbers.
Hon. ALBION K. PARRIS.
for the two past years were selected by office
- uDlic Auction bylicesiesi .said list and transmit the same to the office of the SecAn
important election is al brand, and you must again
holders and office-seekers, and were, when elect
SENATORIAL CANDIDATES.
e Judicial ‘Court, on Mi' retary of State, on or before the twentieth day of No
ed, the footballs of Lobby members and out-door buckle on your armour and be prepared to meet at th^
gust next, at ten o’clod:’* iVemDcr next> at which time it shall be the duty of the
polls, the friends of William H. Crawford, your old
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick.
politicians, are facts, which even some of the mem and inveterate enemies. With a secrecy befitting
■emises, The Dyer hurt Go.verno.r and Council to be in session, who shall exGEORGE SCAMMON, Esq. Saco. ,
bers of that honourable body will not pretend to their dark designs, they are endeavoring to lull you
oved bv Stpnhin
a amlne said returns and determine and deciare who is
JOHN U. PARSONS, Esq. Parsonsfield,. deny. An attempt to fill the next Senate with into security, hoping to gain by stratagem a victory
Irpd anrl .ki.
“’k elected from each District, by a majority of the votes
ELECTOR OF PRESIDENT.
1 Tiand 1 F ’Cre!' ’n said Districts respectively ; and in case an elector
members of the same character ought to be and they can never expect from fair and open combat.
ma Darn thereon, as Vi js! shall not be chosen in any district by a majority of
Are you aware of their designs, and endeavoring to
Col. NATHANIEL HOBBS, of Berwick. will be firmly resisted by the people.
, dated March 29,1815, y[ vetes, or in case the two electors, to be chosen at large
One principle of your Constitution is, that you counteract them ; or are you drowsy, inactive, and
unsuspicious ? Yqu are told that there is to be no op
Page 33, 34.
M or either of them shall not have a majority of votes, it
shall c hoose your own rulers. But if one branch of
position to Mr. Burleigh, but depend upon it, a plait
e 24th day of Augustner? shail bethe dutY tlse Governor and Council to asceryour Legislature, having a negative on the doings is formed, by which nothing is to be done until a few
M. at the House of lN tain irom the returns
v0£es> the person
Person who shall
of the other, is to be governed and controled by a days.previous to the election, then a simultaneous ef*
Convention at Eliot.
• «U’
.v
in
AT. ..
fi have
have the
the highest
highest number
number of
ofvotes
votes in
in such
such District,
District, and
and
f oaco» . Lot -->1
R the
person or persons who
shall have the
num-
tnc pCisOHvi'pciauua
wuw Miall
rue highest num
A numerous and respectable meeting of “ the self-created aristocracy under the name of Qut- fort is to be made io every town, and thus, as it were
Unnfv nr I nmnarl'jnH I
i __
.
1
bounty
or Cumberland; iti ber of votes in D.
the2 State at large,
and1 to
declare
such friends of the administration” of Munroe “ and the Door Influence, the wishes of the people may al by stealth, effect the election o£a man, whose princi
red two, in the fourth Sipl perso’n in any such district, and the person or persons republicans properly so- called “ from the South ways be defeated by the House of Lords, in the ples are obnoxious to two- thirds of the county, a man
large Lhaving
of vote? to ...
be duly electacres.
' il at
1'
J such
1- plurality
'
..
< western towns in the County of York, were assem shape of an ignorant and Junto-governed Senate : who does not Imitate to say that he who kills his op
ponent in a duel, is entitled to the same honor as the
t-ed : Provided, That if there shall be no two persons , bled in ...........
.........
_____ inst.
____to exercise
Eliot on
the .................
21st of August
—ALSO‘I having such plurality voted for as electors at large, in ; their constitutional privilege of consulting ‘upon That such is the determination of the friends of soldier that kills his enemy in battle. Every machine
id in Hollis, containiEi
Mr. Crawford, the self-stiled “ Democratic re 1 of the Junto is in full operation, evep the Militia are to
that
case
the
Governor
and
Council
shall
select
by
j
the
common
good.
”
y Acres, as by Deed of J
i ballot from the person of persons having the highest I The meeting having been called to order, Maj. publicans,” the revilers of Mr. Munroe, and the be called forth in the early part of September for no
>er 20, 1802.
and an equal number of votes one or more persons ; Alexander Rice of Kittery was chosen Chairman, unprincipled opposers of his administration, an other purpose than aiding the election of the brave,
and mighty Gen. McDonald. Although the deposi
rty of Almira Cleaves,» 11» who shall be the Elector or Electors at large ; and if ; and ®oct>NathanieELow of S. Berwick, Secretary, attention to two facts will show.
no
person 1U
in duy
any District SlldllHdVC
shall have aa plurality
plurality OI
ofVUiCS,
votes, ?I *Pv yas
then stated vuav
that MAC
the pruivqjcll
principal UUJCVV
object UI
of uie
the
nefit.
n, *'
u jitiauu
7
The People of New-York demanded of the tion of Robinson Palmer has ceased to circulate, yet
de will be liberal aitii'f'tbc Governor and Council shall elect by ballot one | meeting was to consider what measures, it would Legislature of that State a law giving them the we may expect to see other communications from the
person from
from among
among the
the persons
persons having
having^the
highest ! be
be proper
proper to
to adopt,
adopt, in.order
in order to
to correct
correct the
the erroneerronepens of his associates, equally base and detestable.
,
.
’ n person
the highest
proved
Awake then, and on the second Monday of Sep
provea security.
security^
. and an equal number of votes in any such District.
District, |i o
ous
°s ^impressions,
impressions, which might be made upon the power, as they had the right to choose their own
■I HAN KINCr, bturiti'fj
afurther Resolved, That the Secretary of this State - 'Public mind in distaut parts ofthe County, by the as- electors of President and Vice-President of the tember next give your votes lor the
I 8-i.-»
1.
J!_; J _ J forthwith
i" -. 1 *. I to
. transmit
.. .
• . to
. eachI person !; sertionof
r\f 1"the
Pl Columbian
f’nln
n H Star,
O 4.
*that
L. a. the nomination
-fo. 1 — .. s." - 1 United States. The House of Assembly yielded
is hereby
directed
Hon. WILLIAM BURLEIGH,
so chosen Elector, a certificate of his having, been so
Mark Dennett for Senator* was satisfactory to his , to their wishes, but the Senate, a majority of
and convince the people pf the United States that JohR
d chosen. And that said Electors be, and hereby are di- j secc’on °f the county, and that his well earned pop
which was under the influence of two Crawford- Holmes no longer rules the county of
YORK.
a reeled to meet on the day preceding the first Wednes- • uIaritX wa.s about securing for him the reluctant’ ites, the warm friends of Holmes and King to wit
day of Dec’r. next at the Senate Chamber in Portland, i votes
his former adversaries : and, also to pr o- Van Buren and Skinner, refused the demands^of
at Public Auction on
For
the
K
ennebjjnk
G
azette
.
i
And
in
case
of
the
death
or
abscence
of
any
of
the
E’
P
ose
some
other
candidate,
whose
views
and
feel

iv of August next, it**'
deficiencies shall immediately be supplied inSs,wouId better harmonize with those of the Re-; the People without ceremony and without deign
j "äit-‘n?
6 ’,h.r 4 nilW
: lectors, the delicien
d
bya majority of votes of the Electors pUScan ¿it5zensof the South-western towns,
ie G<.
••—1. - 22'•!><=
,r J-----L- PCOP'C_y
ing to assign a reason for their conduct.
ME. RE MICH,
said
Wood and
d Wells’ WoodawM
a ‘
¿ Electors shall vote by ballot on ' hereupon a committee of five were chosen to
In the Senate of Maine another fact occurs,
present. And
said
Much is said of recent conversions to the
e sum of about three W| ■the said first Wednesday of December next, tor one '■ PrePare s.0I«e resolutions expressive of the sense of Mr. Crawford’s hopes, for he had some last fall,
cause of Crawford, and bis friends exclaim
will be sold in'lots MW person for President, and for one person for Vice ‘ the meetlng «P°n the occasion, who reported sub rested on the machinery of party—on a caucus
how he, gains ground.”—Such however is
President of the United States. And fortheir travel stantiaI1y» the following, which, having undergone nomination. The Legislature of the State of
jayment made known7 and attendance they shall receive the same compensa- soUe discussion and amendments, were adopted Tennessee passed resolutions disapproving of a not the Lu t. There have been a few men in
tion as members of the Legislature, to be allowed and WK)y , on.e dissentient voice.
this County for two or three years past decaucus
to
be
holden
by
members
of
Congress*
for
de.
, k paidoutof the Treasury of this State. Be it further
Resolved, 1st. That
whon .«
is friendly to
licsalwd
hst any man, wh
cidcdly in favour of Mr. Crawford 5 but the
SES CLAM,
Resolved, That if the selectmen of any town or the as- the election of Wm. H. Crawford for President of such a purpose. These resolutions were trans cause being t>o hopeless, and the principles on>
<1 sessors of any plantation in the State shall neglect to the United States, and acts in subserviency to the mitted to the Governor of Maine and laid before
824.
transmit the list of votes of such town or plantation in i views of the faction, w hose candidate he is; »>r who the Legislature, when they were referred to a which he was to be supported so base, that
manner aforesaid to the Secretary of the State, on orr adopts the principles and advocates the measures, joint committee, and in the pocket of the chair even they, or those of them who bad any
[ofs Notice IiM'beforethe
twentieth day of Novethber next, each of by
‘ which
. his election
..... is to be effected, must of ne- man of that committee, a modest young member sense of shame left, dared not avow it.—From
~‘ U ' i -------- , to t!}e r,Sht.s—
r.;.
anKd U
‘v,leges a
id ownerofacertiinlM< said selectmen or assessors so neglecting, shall forfeit :
of the Senate, they rested until the close of the such we often heard the cry, “ it is too soon
j. 0 >
□ j j si
the people,
DeODle. and oop-ht
ought not tn
to receive their cnnrmrt
support.
man, lying oa the Co^Jr,1 aqd pay a sum nott exceeding
two hundred dollars nor .
2d. That the example of our ovfti Senate the last Session ; the Senate refusing to discharge the to talk of President-wait until a candidate is
e
less
than
fifty
dollars.
Be
it
further
Resolved,
That
the
Mills to Clarks M80
winter
together
with
the
recent
example.of
the
Sen

committee
or to enjoin it upon them to report. nominated—I am friendly to the principles on
for Electorsogiven
as before
of John and Tobias W*f returns
. — of votes -------------..—- ---------- directed ate of New York, by their disfranchisement of one
—Now,
‘LJ____- in thefollowing
.Lp «¡ame is taxed in tW ,shall
be in—
substance
followingform,
form,viz.
viz.: At a 1 hundred aud sixty thousand voters in contempt of By this act the House, the immediate representa which Mr. Alains is to be elected,
e sXctiber to collect ' legal meeting of the town of
tives
of
the
people, were deprived of the privi however, they have concluded to act, and iiiusg
, [or plantation as the
4 hv
tae Pul>l£C sentiment, and the resolutions of a co-or- lege of passing on the subject and the people,
■•case may be] of
in the county of
, Hualtf
qualified
by
avow
what
they
have
so
king
and
so
hypo
(LnrLnrJ dinate branch of the law making- power, afford a
? WALKER, being M'■ the Constitutio« to vote for Senators and Representasolemn lesson to inspire us with caution in regard to through them treated with an indignity and con critically concealed. They acknowledge them
given, that unless1 said W;'i tiyes in the Legislature of this State, holden on the the character and principles of the men, we select tempt, which could only^originate in a total dis. selves for Mr. Crawford, and while they jus
clay of
, being the
day of said month, in the to fill that important branch of the Legislature.
are paid on orbefo«R
regard of their rights, and a consciousness, that tify dueling and murder, pretend they have
«year ot our Lord one thousand eight hundred be twenty.;. 3d. That any man, who fears the frowns and re
aso much of said
they were created and controled by a power op lately seen something in Mr. Adams which
i to the highest bidder, The said inhabitants gave in thdr votes for one Elec- ‘ gards the dictates of a few powerful individuals
posed
to and independent of the people.—And to has induced them to change their opinion, and
j tor of President and Vice President of the United
more than the revealed will of his constituents ought
t States for their Di tnct ; and for two Electors for. the not to possess the confidence of an intelligent and what end was all this ? Why, a few out-door po therefore they cannot support him. (t is all
t
State
at
large
;
and
the
same
were
received,
sorted,
’
liticians,
some few members of the Junto, inform
:RT5<
virtuous community.
a base and detestable falsehood.—They never
’ counted and declared in open town [or plantation]
4th. That the base servility of the sycophant and ed this unassuming young man, or perhaps a ma
1 meeting, by tne selectmen [or assessors] who presided, ,the pliancy of the demagogue are traits alike un jority of the Senate, that to act upon these reso were the friends of Mr. Adams, but for years,
the
secret supporters of Mr. Crawford ; and
and m presence of the town [or plantation] cierk, form- (congenial with tile republican aharacter.
lutions and have them adopted by the House of
ed a lists of the persons voted for and made a record
Therefore, Resolved, 5th. That we disapprove Representatives, as they certainly would have ,their new-iight is nothing but Star-light.—
rsfol
follows
li Micrcof
thereof as
lows v»x
viz:•
There is «6 change in favour of Mr. Craw^
of the nomination of Mark Dennett for Senator,
For------------------ of [For] this District.
iin that, among other things he concurred in uphold been, would have had an influence upon the cau ford, but the strong feelings of the $tate, for
For---------J--------- ?
J
cus at Washington.-—Why too those proceedings 1
KS new Lime for ’ ?
ing the chairman of a committee to which were re
For------------------- a JargeMr.
Adams deveiope themselves daily, as the
DANIEL WAL^
ferred the Tennessee resolutions, ip his unprece in New-York ?—For this plain reason, because
is torn from his opponents «nd his un
Selectmen or
1
dented refusal to report, whereby the House was the people of that State are decidedly opposed to mask
5
Assessors.
principled
supporters.
^Vb A’cw Light.
, 1824.
>
prevented from passing resolutions to instruct our Mr. Crawford. The Junto supposed he might 1
Town Clerk.
■LjA
'-'*ttest, b
I
r -, x
'Senators and Representatives at Washington not have some chance with the Legislature, as it is ■
'And
k
shall
be
the
duty
of
the
Secretary
of
State
to
to
attend
a
Congressional
Caucus.
Letter Paper rf'V
r procure and seasonably to furnish blank returns, in the . 6th. That in the face of the declared sentiments of easier to buy one hundred and fifty men, than one
.
■ for sale M t* >rorm aforesaid, to the Several towns and plantations his constituents, who had recently effected theelec- hundred and sixty thousand.
F]pHE subscriber has removed his Office to the new
The members of the Senate of New-York are A ip&m over the shop of Phioeas Stevens;
mt e State.
\.rhis Resolvepa^ied Feb. 25, 1824] , tion of a Representative of Congress on the ground
------anti-caucus principles,
and ill
in the
face U1
of a hailed, in a late Alfred paper, as patriots, and this
/ p Wq
.
.
■j of
1 his
Uia aUM*VdUVU&
pilLlUipiCö» dllu
UliV iciuc
E.E.BOURNEr
1 RESOLVE in addition to a Resolve apportioning the - convention «f the Republican members of the Legis ^ct, which bid defiance to the wishes
the pea»
6,1824.

tcitc at

eommuuicatmw.

at Auction,

LME.,

J

Notice..

The Alfr

b nf the county can well used, «
an iconvenience to let. York

tie soon obtained leave qf the Legislature U J
phants placed in the van of Pyrrhus’ army. <
keep it at Alfred. And he will not be obliged
faith of the State and County is pledged to .1
Every paper, every handbill, which has issu- to
*
officers, that the courts shall be holder) ed from that town, contains at least one col- ■ remove his office at any rate now, until the
©«Huiuwícatíous.__these
for which he is now chosen, expire^ I
at_Alfred and that they^hall not be required <umn devoted exclusively to this terrific ob- term
i
And if he is not chosen again, why then it is
to make an unnecessary sacrifice ol their ’
l'OSiK COUSÏ’ffV COVMS- property. We have shown that they afc not iect. It is astonishing to us that these men certain he need not remove at all. We say j
of Alfred, who are able so constantly to draw '
required to make any such sacrifice. But upon their stock of erudition for the benefit nothing against Mr. Goodwin, we know he 1
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
the idea that because the courts have once of eleven states in the union, and who have has done the business of his office very well¿ j |
been located in Alfred, and in consequence appropriated to themselves the character ot a but there are others in the county equally ca- s i
MR. REMICH,
.
f
In a communication m the Alfred btai ol thereof these officers established themselves .« scientific” and “ national” people, should pable who do not live at Kennebunk, that
the last week, I find the following paragraph. in that town, therefore the people are pledged suffer themselves to be so disturbed by an in would be glad to remove to Kennebunk, in
A writer in the Kennebunk Gazette would alwavs to continue them there, is perfectly nocent picture. One would bave supposée, case they could have that office. Mr. Brad
make the inhabitants of this county believe,” rediculous. It might with equal propriety that they possessed more philosophy, than to bury certainly has no reason to Complain^ |
ii that Kennebunk is the wrv centre of the be asserted that because the people or legis have been intimidated at an object so per for ha was well settled in York, when he was
world, the seat of civilization, refinement po lature had once elected a man to an import fectly harmless. If their nerves are affect last appointed clerk, with an ideóme of one
liteness and the liberal arts. That the peo ant office, and in accepting this he had re ed with such a tremor, at the sight ot the thousand dollars a year, as he. himself ac
ple are unparallelled in generosity, and pub linquished and lost his usual business ; there image, what must gentlemen expect when knowledged, which he readily relinquished, I
lic spirit, and that the very dust ol the streets fore he ought to be continued in the office they corns to be witnesses of the reality . and removed to Alfred for the sake of a moro .
is n^licinal and nutritious.”—- Phere are aven though he had altogether disregarded When they see this Court House, the bare lucrative office. He could very well afford to
some men, whose hearts are strangers to the interests of those by whom he was clios- picture of which in the columns of a newspa hire a person to keep the office at Kennebunk, |
every honourable and virtuous feeling, and> en.—That the people were pledged not to per, is so frightful, raising its appalling and do the principal part of the writing, as
whom it little concerns, provided they can1 elect another one in his place, for “light and front, in all the majesty of real existence, be does not like to write much himself, and \
make a noise in the world, whether they are’ trivial causes.” But such a principle would out of our dismal swamp !? But there may ride to and from his seat in Allred, il he did
.
distinguished for their virtues or their vices.■ not be very popular in this quarter.
be more reason for their fears than we have. not choose to move his family to Kennebunk.
Who look with an equal eye upon truth and1 . But our good friend, the merciful Ossipee, hitherto imagined. It is not very frequently We hear of no complaints from the Register ¡ #
'
falsehood. And who regard it as of no sort has again entered the field. We rejoice to the case, that the feelings of men are greatly of Probate, nor from the county Treasurer
of importance in any view, whether the one■ see him in the ranks. We are pleased to see moved by a description or representation oi, on that score. But the people of Alfred |
or (he other prevail. Who consider sclt-in- even our enemies zealously engaged in their evils however pathetic, if they are at the same; ought to consider in what manner the courts j J
terest as the only law of individual action ; own cause. There has certainly appeared time fully persuaded, that they are altogether. and county offices were located there, anil by ?
and that in the pursuit of this, all the aids no one among the Alfred combatants who has imaginary, and that there is no foundation. what means they were brought about. Not j (
which can be derived from deception, hypo manifested more fidelity to the cause of that for any serious apprehension that they shallÍ because that was the most suitable place for
¡
crisy, and intrigue may be lawfully embra town, A firm resolution to gain the victory ever be called to witness or endure them. ButL holding the courts, nor because the people had
,
ced. There are besides some conceited or die in the struggle seems to have animated ‘ these gentlemen ’probably see in this picture. an idea that alt the courts should ever be Iohim
in
every
movement.
But
recent
appear

dapperlings, and stupid sciolists, a constant
a stumbling block to their future aggrandizeÍ cated there. But far from that, before any
ances
indicate
very
clearly
that
the
latter
will
term
óf
the
S.
J.
Court
was
located
there,
a
nuisance and pest to society, who are ever
ment. They know very well that the inhab
endeavouring to thrust themselves into notice be his only alternative. There is surely no itants of Kennebunk do intend to build for disinterested committee was sent out by the
of Massachusetts to view the sev
by their insipient loquacity, and who imag hope for Alfred. And the gentleman, amid the use of this county, a house after the simil- Legislature
I
ine bv the publication of their senseless efiu- all
, the ravings of his ungovernable zeal has itude of the one which has accompanied their <eral places proposed, and after viewing the ■
so little skill, so little discretion in
sions, that they may render themselves ol exhibited
<
several
places,
and hearing all the arguments '
some note in the world. There are others a the
( selection of his weapons, so little dexteri bonds. That the persons who have signed ■for and against the same, they unanimously
these
bonds,
are
gentlemen
of
ton
much
inte

that Kennebunl¿was the inost suit- I
compound of both of these characters, such ty
] in wielding the pen, that his reputation as grity and good faith, to swerve even a hair’s reported
1
perfect logerbeads, and of such loose princi- a; writer, is well nigh lost. A few more ef breadth” from what they have promised. 1able place. Accordingly one term of this
as ill judged as his last, will be fatal. We
pies, that, from a vacuity of the reasoning forts,
|
court
was
located in Kennebunk in 1800, and I
And such becoming the public impression, 1
intellect, they dir not hesitate to conjure up would therefore advise him to desist ; to re there is an end io all their speculations. No continued
there three years, to the general
'
treat
from
the
contest
while
there
is
a
hope
ol
1
when necessity requires, any thing however
of the people of the county. But
j
more Court Houses to build ; no more Jails ; satisfaction
!
false, absurd or ridiculous, for the purpose ol ,saving even the remnant of a reputation. Let no more Fire Proofs. The day of retribu the people of Alfred were uneasy, in particu.
comi/leting something which may make a him relinquish a cause to which he can bring tion will have arrived. They must then, lar one great man among them, who insinu- I
show in a newspaper. Such we conceive to no aid, and a perseverance in which, will be nolens volens, submit to all the deprivations ated that if the S. J. Court was continued j
be the character of the author of the commu of such serious detriment to himself.
much longer at Kennebunk, all the other
In some former remarksit has been observ which must follow the loss of the courts. Yea, Courts in the county would soon go there.
nication, containing the foregoing paragraph.
they must prepare themselves for that “ t^al
For the nine reasons assigned in the former ed, that the Court-House in Alfred cost this ruin.’’ which they predict such an event will This insinuation was made to a number of r
part of this pitiful effusion, why the courts county nearly six thousand dollars, and the inevitably bring upon them. And, gentle persons in York and the vicinity, that if they . (I¡
should iffit be removed from Alfred, are the Fire Proof about three thousand seven hun men, would it not be advisable to pause a lit did not join and assist in getting this Court L®
same which have been urged ami repeated in dred. We knew not the exact sums, and tle and consider whether any thing is to be from Kennebunk to Alfred, they would soon I ie
every shape by other scriblers in the Allred therefore requested the gentlemen of Alfred, gained by the course of procedure, which you lose all the Courts from York. A number of | !j
i
Star. But the remarks quoted are perfectly who could at any moment, have access to the
have adopted and pursued in relation to this persons were engaged in the business, among' |
original. Nothing like them has ever ap records, to publish the several bills, for the business ? As the result of the question is whom was the late county Treasurer—a kind ii
peared in the Kennebunk Gazette, they benefit of the community. But in their next now reduced to a certainty, would it not be of agreement was formed, that one half tho :i
are the coinage of a weak brain, and a cor paper, the gentlemen barely state, that the well to have some regard to honesty, truth courts should remain at York, and the other | Ii
ij
rupt heart—and this author is exclusively en cost of those buildings was less than what we and
decency, in your remaining exertions to half should be located at Alfred. And a pe
titled to all the honour which ought to follow had stated. But not a single document is reduce our majority ? Would it not be well tition was got up and sent to various places i!
produced to show that we were mistaken.
such a production.
in the county to get signatures.—Much pains, ! !<
In the observations which wo have made, No copy- from the records. No affidavit, al to act a more open, manly and independent exertions, time, cxpence and manoevering | #
on this subject, our object has been heretofore though affidavits are so easily obtained in part ? To lay aside every thing like false were used to accomplish the purpose.—Ths | »
to show that Alfred is not the proper place that quarter. But the gentleman endeavours hood, finesse and duplicity ? Would it not, great man of Alfred was very active and per 1
for the location of the courts. We have not to defend the cause of Alfred by another strik. be more creditable to you, even at this late severing io the business, and what he could it]ij
at any time been under the necessity of speak ing display of his mercy, in attempting to hour, to boldly come forward, and acknow. not accomplish by flattering and coaxing, he. | i
ing of the advantages presented by Kenne rescue those persons who had the control ol ledge your misdoings, and appeal to the mercy¡ attempted to do by threats. He attended the j
bunk to entitle it to preference over any oth the erection of these buildings from the charge of the people ; for this is clearly your best Legislature at Boston, with others as bis as
;
er town in the coimty. We have no where of having mispent the public moneys. But ground ? Would it not be more consonant sistants. After this petition had been called 11
said, with these men of Alfred, that we were those gentlemen have no need of bis mercy. with the character of good, upright and hon. up in the House and debated, it
negatived.
,
a people “ kind” “ obliging” ft industrious,” They undoubtedly performed their duty, as est citizens, to say to the inhabitants of Ken. But after several members belonging to this Ij
and “ of correct deportment”—“ religious, faithfully and as economically as was possi nebunk, gentlemen, you have 'given to thek county had leave of absence and left their I|
scientific and national,” that eleven States in ble, considering that they were necessitated County three Bonds for the erection of a. seats on urgent business at home, the question . i
the Union look to us for lightHnd direction ; to build them in Alfred. But Ossipee found Court House and Fire Proof building for thej was called up again near the close of the ses- ¡1
and that our neighbours are “ distinguished this a very easy way of diverting the attention public use, free of expense. Those bonds. sion, by some of the friends of Alfred and I
fur nothing but their stupid vulgarity.” In of his readers, from the point in issue. As. are all of them good, obligatory, and suffi contrary to all former rules and proceedings, H
deed, we do hope that we possess some of the gentlemen were not disposed to publish the cient ; and if the people should decide, that the and the vote reconsidered by a less number, h
these, honourable qualifications ; and we hope several bills which made up the cost of those courts shall be located in your town, you and finally passed by a bare majority of one L
also that the community is not so little sensi buildings, all we considered as required by must either perform the condition, or pay this or two.—And this is a faint sketch of the 'S
ble of the fact, that it is necessary for us to1 us was simply, the repetition of the state county, forty six thousand dollars. Such is honorable manner in which one term of the #
ment we had before made in regard to it., the fact. And if Ossipee and his associate S. J. Court was located at Alfred. And pret s’
become our own trumpeters. .
All the objections to the removal from Al This statement we did repeat: And what isi scribblers have any regard fur their charac- ty much in the same manner were the other |
fred, in this able communication, have been the replication of Ossipee ? Why, that our• ter, any respect for order, or the duties of terms of tlic Court of Common Pleas located 1 M
before urged in the columns of the Star, and' assertions are al! false. That there is not ai civilized life, they will not hesitate to admit at Alfred. The l^ate county Treasurer ex
noticed by us. But we cannot refrain from particle of truth in any thing which we haves it, however unpleasant may be such a con- pended about one thousand dollars of the 1
again looking a moment at the very cogent said. After saying thus much the gentlemani fession of their former offences.
county’s money (which the county have en- 1
KENNEBUNK.
one, that the “ Clerk and Register live in is again carried away by bis wonderful mer
tirely lost) in getting part of the courts local- |
Alfred, and that they could not leave that cy ; becomes completely overwhelmed with
ed at Alfred and it was done under the idea |
Far the Kennebunk Gazette.
place and remove to Kennebunk, without compassion for the Court of Sessions, and
and agreement that the other part of the courts
persons who had the charge of these
great loss.” We might also remark that those
i
should
remain at York. The vote of the in
|
This is all the answer which we Mr. Remich,
there are four or five lawyers in that same buildings.
|
â
The people of Alfred complain very much habitants to have the fire proof located at ‘
town, and these gentlemen could not remove have had to our observations in relation to
Alfred,
was obtained in a similar manner, for
from it and establish themselves in Kenne the cost of the public buildings in Alfred. of the hardships they are likely to suffer, in the people at York wanted to retain at least
the Courts and county offices are remov
,
bunk without serious inconvenience. What And we believe there is no one in the com- case
one of the county offices there, and to hqve a î!!
bas tli^ fact to do with the point in issue ? munity but will be perfectly satisfied that ed from that place to Kennebunk. The peo separate building at York for that purpose.
ple
of
York can sympathize with them in
Theselawyers will not be under the necessi these merciful replies of Ossipee, afford an
But they were told that all the county office» >î«
ty, in case of the removal of the courts, of abundant confirmation of the truth of all some measure, having had the Courts and must be in one building, and that must be at
decamping from that town and setting down which we have said upon this subject. But county offices there much longer than the Al Alfred, and that if the people of York and
here. If there was any such necessity, God that he may have one more opportunity to fred people have. But the inhabitants of the that vicinity did not vote to have .the fir® 'î
forbid, that the courts should ever be located refute our declaration ; we shall again repeat county having determined by a large majori proof at Alfred, they would be in danger of
in Kennebunk. The Clerk and Register aYe the statement—That the Court House in Al ty that the Judicial Courts and county offices losing the courts from York. So by the in ii«
both in better circumstances as to property, fred cost this county about SIX THOUS shall all be located in one place, the people of fluence, of this great man, (who has boasted call
than three fourths of the inhabitants of this AND DOLLARS. Whereas the cost of that York acquiese in the majority. We do not that he could control the votes of the county it
county. They so consider themselves ; for in York did not exceed twenty jive hundred-. apprehend that the people of Alfred will be as he pleased) a majority of votes were ob hot
each of them has signed a bond, /which, eu The Fire Proof in Alfred was erected at an very great sufferers by having the Courts tained for the fire proof to be at Alfred, the sine
passant, is a good one,) Jur 5000 dollars, con expense not less than TURKE THOUS and county offices at Kennebunk, as they inhabitants of York, Kittery and Eliot then ' ¡ip
ditioned'to make, certain repairs on our pub AND SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, would have but a short distance to travel voting for Alfred, whereas if they had voted ¡co
lic buildings. And there is no more urgent Whereas one of the same description might compared with the citizens of York and its for Kennebunk, a majority would then hflv®
necessity for their removal, than for that of have been erected in any other town in this vicinity. And as to those good people in been for Kennebunk. Now what reason have 1 ooid
Alfred who have laid themselves out to ac
any other individuals. They hold tl/eir offices county for less than eighteen hundred.
Ossipee, as well as other gentlemen of Al commodate boarders, &c. we conceive they the people of Alfred to complain, when they I. «¡01
at pleasure ; can resign them when they
themselves have broken the agreement, a!,d tcor
please. And if they choose to adopt this course fred, seems to be exceedingly nettled, at the will not be great loosers, for we apprehend .were
--------------------the first
--------------------movers-----------of the„ rpetition
_.......... . of Ar- itei
they will only suffer in common, with other picture or representation of the Court House, they have been pretty well paid for their thur
McArthur and others
for removing
tbfj the
t*
____
‘
citizens, of Alfred, who have been benefited, to be built in this place, as exhibited in the trouble. And least of all should we think York courts to Alfred.
- -. —
- ■ 1 irts
They
certainly
can-]
by the location of the courts in that place. Kennebunk Gazette. This, truly, seems to that the officers of the county, who ought to not now expect that the inhabitants of York*
There will be no difficulty in finding other have caused more trouble in the camp, than be the servants of the people, and not the peo Kittery and Eliot will vote to have all jb®
gentlemen in the county well qualified to sup it is possible for any person, who is not a ple servants to them, have any cause of com courts located at Alfred, w here many of them
ply the vacancies. Let it not be understood constant spectator of what is passing in these plaint, in case the public offices are removed would have further to travel than the extrem® fen?
however, by any thing here said, that these1 regions, to conceive of. The sight of it seems to Kennebunk.—When Mr. Goodwin was
of Parsonsfield. They will iinquesti°n*
officers have not well and faithfully perform indeed to have excited more confusion and first chosen Register of Deeds, the office was., part
ably now vote for Kennebunk, which they
ed their respective duties. We make no suchi dismay in their ranks, than was exhibited by by law to be held at York, and be would have> [ apprehend is the roost suitable place on all
suggestion. But says this same writer, the■ the Romans at the appearance of the Ele- hioldcn it there, rather than nut at all. But
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>t remove it h milTe51 as others in the county begin to think
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a certain honorable gentleman has had
¡ess of
Weklltl'’«'ioo much influence already, who is not con•s i„
with takinS awa-v ail the direci Maiis
live at k y
the principal lower towns in this and
remnv/ t
ticsi county, and carrying them through
ve
ir
fred, &c. but has commenced Post-rider
s no
C’ ^r* Hjniself, and distributer of hand-bills, not onlv
ttled ’ 1 VS7 t0
deceive and mislead the good people as to
H-fr
proper place for localing the courts and
\
W, au iricw4ublic offices, but also for the purpose of dia year, as he himself^¡ding the votes for the election of President
1U “.ePreadily relinqu^if the United States, thereby hoping to get in
uircd tor the sakeofa^i, President who will promote him to be a
He could yery ellMinister to some foreign Court, where he
cep the office at Kennt^t.an dash out with great splendor and retinue,
pal part of the
though we do not blame this honorable
to write much himsel^entleman for riding in a decent manner on
his seat in Alfred, ¡fl,.;, fre shoulders of the people so long as they
his family toKenntWre willing to carry him, yet we would cauimplaints from the Region him not to ride them too hard, lest they
rom the county Ti^'ilhould kick up and throw him in the 'mire.
But the people of ¿¡¡Ye also recommend to him to read some pasin what manner t|)e¿ages in the Bible (to which he can be no
i were located there, Jtranger, having kept one in Jiis office for
were brought about, ¿¿any years, and also making great pretences
the most suitable
p religion) such as Proverbs 15, 18.
Pride
3, nor because the peopXIoeth before destruction, and a haughty spirIhc courts should evcrhU before a fall”—and many other passages
t far from that,be^at
be applicable.
0LD YORK.

The Alfred gentry did not know when they were
well
used, if they had, they would have been willing
’
to
' let York live as well as themselves. Some of the
principal Instigators of the Limington petition did go
,so far as to say, that they meant to move the courts
j
from
York if it should be the means of carrying them
;all to Kennebunk. Ifthis same question had been
brought
before the people of the county twenty years
1
•since, they would most certainly have decided in fa
vour of Kennebunk, the citizens of that town have
made the county a very generous offer and we ought
to accept it, for we never shall have a better and one
more advantageous to the whole county.
BERWICK.
--------- <»«<»--------

For the Kennebunk

Gazette.

placed. Mr. Parsons is a gentleman of liberal ed
ucation, has heretofore been an eminent merchant,
and.has now retired to the honourable employment
of the cultivation of the soil, and perhaps there
is no one who is more perfectly familiar with the
interest of every portion of the community, there
is no one who is less desirous of office, and no one
who would more faithfully discharge the duties of
any one in which he might be placed. These
gentlemen therefore are all deserving of the confi
dence of the people of this county, and we doubt
not will be elected by a handsome majority.

LIMINGTON.

news of the defeat oftheTinK'

’ " :

n

al Zeiluni and I’hermopylge.'
the Turks lust 10,000 men, and a Pacing.; 1
the latter place.
A French Agent, M. Esmangard, had ar
rived in France^ from a reported mission to
Hayti. .
Gen. Guilleminot, the new French Am
bassador to the porte, bad arrived in Con
stantinople with a numerous suit.
The King of Wurtemburg was in the South
of France, as a private nobleman, for the pur
pose of Bea-bathing.

POWERFUL BOASTING.
Mr.Remich,
We learn that a certain great personage of Alfred
has
asserted, when speaking of the Court question,
1
that
there was not the least doubt of the Courts being
'
Jlocated in Alfred, that he always had beenab e to gov
ern
the
county with as much ea e as he could swing a
<
Cat
by the tail,'¡ind that in the approaching question
j
he
I thought he should without much difficulty be able
to
1 do it again.—We cannot help doubting the ability
of
1 the noble gentleman, (whatever he may boast to
have done in times past,) any longer to direct the will
of the people in his nefarious p lans, against their own
interests, without some scratching, in again attempting
to swing them by the tail.

ROBBERY.

Mr. Remich.
We understand, says the Baltimore Patriot
In my former communication I enumerated a few
that a Mr. j. C Lynn, travelling from Alex
instances in which it appeared that the conduct of
andria to Baltimore, was stopped at the 22
the people of Alfred, relative to the court question
was inconsistent and reprehensible.—In addition to
mile stone near Vansville, on the Washington
which there is one other circumstance which I
Road, on Sunday meaning, at 7 o’clock, by
would forbear to mention—but as it reaches the very
two men, taken from hi« horse, tied to a tree^
achtrie of corruption and wickedness—and deeming
and robbed of S?5 dollars ami a watch.
it of sufficient weight in itself to silence forever the
clamours of those railers who are so profuse in the
lavishment of their censure upon the people of Ken
A CARD.
nebunk for their injustice and incivility, I cannot
Daniel Hodsdon, presents his grateful acknow
refrain from noticing it. I allude to emissaries who
ledgements to the Gentlemen and Ladies of Kenne
have been prowling through the western part of the
bunk, and its Vicinity for their spirited exertions itt
County and telling the good people there with.au
saving his House from the late distrèssinj; fire.
RUM INTEREST.
affected air of sympathy and commiseration that
their neutrality in this business will secure to them Mr. Remich,
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We have been informed that a certain Esq. in Al
a permanent retention of their Courts—thyt the Le
We have been, under the necessity of omitting,
gislature will not sanction the result, and that the fred has asserted that a gill of Ram to each person in
several
communications,
put in type for this days
whole matter, (to usetheir own expression) shall be Lyman would purchase the votes of that town.—Be
quashed. This is truly an artifice too glaring to be ing an inhabitant of said town permit me through the paper, for w ant of room—Also, mucii other matter
is
unavoidably
postponed
until
next week.
medium
of
your
Gazette
to
inform
the
gentlemen
of
winked at, and too gross to be endured, and the de
pravity of human nature was never more apparent Alfred that they will find on the second Monday of
than in this indomparable display ofperverted ingen September next that there are some people in Ly
uity. These very men well know that as is the de man who are not to be caught in a Rum trap, nei
Court was located thd
-------cision of this question by the people so will it be with ther are we to be deceived by gentlemen of Alfred
imittee was sent ont^
For the Kenn-ebunk Gazette.
DIED—In Limerick, August 13, aftef* a long and
the Legislature. Have they the vanity to suppose representing the Kennebunk Bond to be good for
assachusettsto viewth
------ ”
that they can inveigle a few unsuspecting individu nothing. 1 for one have heard the opinion of legal and distressing illness, which he bore with that patience
>scd, and after vicwiiijj»W/o?0 Citizens of the County of York. als with these alluring baits, that they can bribe or well informed gentlemen on the subject and they have and resignation which characterize the real child of
id bearing aUthear’®a' The important question, shall all the Courts of entice by any means the intelligent pairt of the w hole pronounced their Bonds all to be good and sufficient God, Mr. Ammi R. Lord, aged,76'. By this dis>... Í pension of Providence the aged companion of the
he same, they unanimoyebe county be located in Alfred or Kennebunk a State to become participants of their nefariousjde- ly binding.
deceased is called to mourn the loss of a kind and
signs ? But they stop not here.—They have extend
mnebunk^was the ta(ifjestior» never before submitted to the people of ed their circuit and are praticing their wily arts
affectionate Husband, children of a tender and indul
cordingly one temoldis county you will be called on to answer by upon the towns of Buxton and Hollis and are laying
gent Parent, society of a worthy and respectable Citi
zen, and Religion of one of its firmest earthly Pillars.
I in Kennebunk in i8W’rur ^°*es oa
second Monday of Sept, next —- their snares in almost every town in the County to
^Communicated.
three years, to
vote in’favour of Alfred just to please a decoy and entrap the unwary and to deceive and be
SATURDAY, AUGUSTUS, 1824.
guile
the
innocent
and
unsuspecting.
But
they
may
e people of the c«w
¡"•h««“* »"d «”'»
X« are,n?'
be assured that the adoption of such means although
SHÏP
STOWS*
red were uneas,,»
°“,e“,on- ''l,oare
LAFAYETTE.
it may purchase a few votes, will nevertheless even
.1
, ■ khe»r services, and who ought to be willing to let
This gentlemen whose arrival has been Jong and
PORT OF KEJWTŒUNK.
in among them, idwi, oq ^ecide this great qUestion as will beft promote tuate in the less of many, and thereby instead of anxiously anticipated, came passenger in the ship
strengthening, will inevitably enervate their cause.
b. J. Court
interest. I trust you will say by your Even now I begin to see its effects in my neighbour Cadmus, which arrived at New York on the 15th
CLEARED.
Kennebunk,
on t*nat jay that all our county courts shall hood—The current of opinion w hich has heretofore instant. On the same day he landed at Staten Isl
August 19—-Brig Beluga, Nason, Gaudä«
ounty "Would sooyitfe |ocated (in the town of Kennebunk; a place been setting strongly towards Alfred is now rapidly and, and passed the night with the Vice President.
1
II was made to a mAtl^ere the inhabitants of the county generally will decfining, and a reaction is evidently in operation, On tin; succeeding day, agreeable to previous ar- loupe.
23— Brig Fame, Emery, Hayti.
which has already produced an equiponderance, and rangement, the committee of the Corporation of N.
and the vicinity,thitii»: e best accommodated. The people of Alfred
will unquestionably result in throwing its whole York, waited upon the Marquis at the residence of
24— Brig Leo, Morrill, Demerara.
assist in getting t/ii! Cttem to think because a part of th£ county courts weight in favour of Kennebunk. So that if the/zeo- Gov. Tompkins, and at 12 o’clock, General La
26—Brig Ferox, Bradbury, Hayti.
Fayette,
attended
by
the
Vice
President
and
several
C to Alfred, they wouldbeen held in that town a number of years that file of Alfred ever had any chanct they have none
ENTERED.
•ts from York. AimMey must always have them.—-Why has not the now, they seem resolved upon their own ruin, and other gentlemen of distinction, embarked on board
August 19, Sloop Betsey, Wells, St. Kitts, mo
the
Steam
boat
Chancellor
Livingston,
and
set
out
gaged in the business,ar^ncient town of York a much better fight to com no doubt they will very soon accomplish it. Had for New York, accompanied by the Cadmus, and lasses
1
to Samuel Curtis.—-Brig Agenoria, Mitch
they commenced their career without dissimulation
ate county Treasurer-ihfain ? The time was when the town of York was
e
Boston.
,
and without disguise as they ought to have done, several Steam Boats, all handsomely decorated. ell,
ras formed, that onebfrhe only shire town in the county. A distinction and pursued, the “ even tenor of their way” free from Upon his arrival there, he was received with dem
21—Brig Maine, Town-son, do.
emain at York, and thee Alfred never yet possessed and I trust never will so the shackles of mad ambition and penurious dispo onstrations of joy and gratitude seldom if ever sur
24— Brig Orestes, Nason, Demerara, Molasses
seated at Alfred. A*« » «<» people have the power ,n then-own sitions, with a determined resolution to keep aloof passed.—The splendor and magnificence of the to H. McCulloch & Co.
p and sent to varim
I "“M
d b=
°f from the fangs of misguided zeal and intemperate scene which this day exhibited, together with the 1 25— Brig Beaver, Bourne, 20 days from May
great feeling and interest which universally prevail
1 , .
,, 1 ‘ Ye count?, at Alfred, what has become ot all their discussion, I think their claims would have been
Sugar, Coffee and Hides to S. Nowell
j
get s.gnatms.-AW“V’Rep„blica;ism, their great hue a„d cry such as to have warranted them a well founded ex ed, unite lo render it one of the proudest and most agüez,
1
—left Brig Otter, Bailey, for Newburyport
, cxpence and IM rfatn,,v aggrandizement and monoply of of. pectation of a successful termination. But it is ail eventful, which this city has ever experienced.—The Esq.
Marquis left New York on friday for Boston, and 2
< days-— 10th inst. Lat. 2Ö, Long. 69, spoke sch.
over
with
them
now,
their
case
is
hopeless,
their
de

comphsh the purpose.-' £ wha*t ^ht has the town of AIfred to be
cline remediless. But grievous and lamentable as arrived on Monday evening at the residence of Gov. Louisa, 9 days from N. York for St. Domingo-«
Ifred was very active and
out as tbe only favorite of the people, is their case, they may lind abundant source of con Eustis, in Roxbury, after a rapid journey, during the ;
22d, South Shoal, E. S. E. three miles, brig
business, and what lifthave already had quite as much of the loaves solation in the reflection, that although this impend-, whole of which he was received with particular •
Creole, from New Orleans for Boston,
by flattering and coaxi»}^ g.ye3 ofthe county as they ever were entitled ing dispensation may be afflicting and rnortifyiny to marks of respect and cordiality by the citizens of the <
Arrived at the Bar, brig Horace, Burnham,
several towns through which he passed.—On Tues
them
as
it
may
affect
their
own
individual
welfare,
by threats. He attended E Lct tbe people now decide, and let them conyet it will be highly beneficial to and promotive of the day morning he was escorted into Boston, with an 'Boston.
Boston, with others as
their own interests regardless of any office interest of the county.
exhibition of taste and splendor equal, if not superi- ,
U.S.
r this petition had bee»^Lyera in the county. What reason has the town
01 to that with which he was received in New York.
He attended commencement at Cambridge the next
) and debated, it wasiKM Alfred to complain if they should be deprived
Fir the Kennebunk Gazette.
day and manifested much pleasure and satisfaction FpHE
>
Subscriber will pay a fair price.for one or two
al members belonginglllf a privilege they have undeservedly enjoyed a
at the several performances.—He is attended by his JL hundred Bushels of Flaxseed. He also continues
ive of absence and WMw yearsAs well might a person complain who Mr. Remich,
sou George Washington, and another French gentle- 1to give the higest price for,
business at home,
held an office a long time because it could not
Somebody in the last Star has undertaken to tell man. Whether he will visit this section of the
i-ain near the close
conferred on him for life. Let the people of the a story of a conversation which occurred in a cer Country is quite problematical.
tain Store in Kennebunk on the subject of the loca
?
AlfreU
ibant
y
manage
their
own
affairs
and
they
will
unand wishes to take a few hundred pounds of good
V
S!9. ESXbfrfly.J that all the courts 6hall be located tion of the Courts. There is probably about as
General La Fayette, will leave Boston on Tuesday Butter for which a fair price will be given in exchange
much truth in his statement, as there is honesty in
foimer
Larft the town
BANABAS PALMER,.
for goods.
town of Kennebunk,
Kennebunk, they
they will
will find
find the
the peopeo- the writer. We now propose to tell, not a story, next, and breakfast at Marblehead at 8 A. M.
He will dine at Salem at 2 P. M. of the same day.
considerea 0)
, 6et>f Kennebunk quite as accommodating as they but a fact. A gentleman of this town a few days
He will sup in Newburyport in the evening of
sed by a bare m j Lf-ave been at Alfred—We have been dragged to since, stopped on some business at Alfred corner,
Tuesday, pass the night, and breakfast there Wed
this is a faint s*e .¡Alfred quite long enough just to please a few in having in his Chaise box a bundle in which was a
nesday morning, and after breakfast leave that town
small package containing four Kennebunk Gazettes,
ner in which one term ‘iwviuua.:Alt
,ivkIlia?s in tb3t
town.
IWtll
for Portsmouth :
handed
to
him
here
to
be
delivered
to
a
gentleman
s located at Alfred. W,
.
<
.
.
ANTED fifteen thousand feet of hemlock
r The Coanty Records ought to be where the
He will dine at Portsmouth on Wednesday : And
in Sanford. Returning to his chaise after a short
plank 12 or 16 feet long, 4 inches thick en
same manner were
people of the County can have the easiest access to absence, it was found that his box had been opened, leaving Portsmouth the next morning will return so
quire of
NATHANIEL JEFFERDS.
ourt of Common PleasR lem- There cannot be a doubt that Kennebunk the bundle untied tne package broken and one paper as to arrive at Boston at noon on Thursday SeptemKennebunk, August 26, 1824.
bot
2d,
in
the
afternoon
ofc
which
day
he
will
de

'he kate county TreaRl that place. A great proportion of the Deeds taken out. The gentleman remonstrated against
part for New York.
Ind other
concern the peo- such conduct, and requested some persons standing
0!10
otner instruments on record
rewucuuKi
one thousand um“*1’;-na
v (which the county W le in the lower towns in the county.. Are our by to find the papefrand restore it, as it was not his
COURT HOUSE LOT.
jetting
. >.
___
part* „r
of thp.cnurrttodnty
th« COUIJ\
Records to be kept where they will best own, and he had agreed to deliver the package en
In our last we observed that we were ever ready
those Gentlemen that have the charge tire to the gentleman to whom it was sent. But to correct errors &c. &c. alluding to fencing up the
O be sold at Public Auction, to the highest bid
lt,d it was done under fcLcommodate
H
they protested they knew not by frhom it was taken
der, on Tuesday the 21st day of September
iAf them, or shall they be established where the or what had become of it. But we were informed a court house lot in Alfred thereby intending to excul
that the other part oigp
next, on the premises, at one o’clock in the afternoon
pate
Doct.
Hall
senior
for
reasons
therein
named.
»eoplecan
be
best
accommodated
?
'day
or
two
afterwards
by
a
credible
gentleman,
, at York. Tbevo e J.
a
Farm,
situated in Biddeford, near the road leading
We
have
since
learnt
that
certain
persons
in
Alfred
ave the fire prool j«/ A writer in the Alfred paper says the courts that he was present at the conversation, and that have asserted that we had made a recantation and had from Alfred to Saco, containing about one hundred
<ar iiwi'j * now established at Alfred and have been for but a tew moments previous one of these same per. contradicted the former assertion. We would now acres of good Land, one half of which is under culti
itained in a
'retain jl^^nty years, and therefore they say they ought sons was reading this paper aloud to the multitude.1 inform the young Lawyer and others that their asser- vation, with a convenient two story dwelling House,
fork wanted to 1L jin«otto
be*2removed. The courts ot the county It could have been no other paper as none had been■ tions are false and unfounded; and would further- and out buildings all of which are in good repair.
iJ>2*
delivered at the printing office before these, and the
From 15 to 20 tons of good English Hay, 12,
Ilty offices there» a . J,ave
never*ali been established
e
«ave never*all
at Alfred. There gentleman on receiving them had immediately Iclt: more observe, th^t Doct. Abiel Hall Jun. did asJing at York fortWJ?
[.¡not any reason because a part of the Courts,have town. We should not have mentioned this dis■ sert that in case the courts were removed from Alfred Head of Stock, 20 Sheep, together with all the farm
ing
Utensils
belonging to said Farm.
i
that
he
would
fence
in
the
public
buildings.
reeh located at York and a part at Alfred, that graceful transaction, had it not been for the gross
Conditions.—A third to be paid dovtn, and a liberal
1 building, and th« ” |r ley all should be located at York or all at Alfred, falsehoods contained in the last Star.
credit will be given tor the rest, with Notes, and ap
BONDS.
|iat if the people
i Jr can see no good reason why the‘town of York
The people of the county of York will recollect proved security.
TIMOTHY M’INTIRE.
did not vote to
JiHad the other western towns that have been de
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
that all the Bonds given by the inhabitants of Ken
Biddejord, August 27, i8i4prived of
enjoyed
d they would be
Jtnveu
01 a privilege
privuc-gc they have
u«vt long v.
nebunk to build a court-house are in the hands ot
’
•,
!
■
-------------\V
e
Mr. Remich,
the county Treasurer. All binding upon the sign
fc from York. So Dy Jpiould not be considered in this question.
It is very desirable, that our Senate should be ers. The last was copied from the first, and acci
1 r iat niaifr (who f133 ’; nd that York and Alfred both1 w*«
<mnn
were’ opposed
to
place, kA
York opposed composed of men of wisdom, firmness and integri dentally the date was not altered. The error, how
*
1
votes of 7 amoving the courts all to one pla».v,
O be sold by virtue of a license from the Supreme
Conti 0
J. j-vomo
(es »«uHinj,
. sincerely, and
a..« Alfred
AAinvv. hypocritically.
•>j
j • The Al ty. I was much gratified therefore in finding in ever, is altogether immaterial.
Judicial Court, on Monday the twenty-seventh
a proof to
j
Alffwed
jf Alfffl'
ed nennle
people wanted to have ail
all the courts held in that your paper the nomination of Joseph Prime. George
day of September next, at ten o’clock in the forenoons
'fire
Our brother. Mr. Holmes of the Star, inquires
,1 g|i(ilfr)wn, but they found that if there should be a vote of Scammon and John U. Parsons, as Senators for this
whether our subscription paper did not contain a on the premises, all the real estate of Elizabeth Ap
York, Kitte'7 “ LI:ie countv to move all the courts to one town that
county. I feel satisfied that a more judicious se proviso, that the court house, should be used by the pleton, a minor and daughter of Joseph Appleton,
lennebunk would be tne
the piace,
place, wmeu
which uic
the pewp.-t
people
'red whereas 11 lllcf . .¡yennebunK
lection could not have been made. Mr. Prime is town. We reply. No. There is no such proviso, late of Hollis, deceased- Said estate consists of
’ rnninrity
r i$ld select for their permanent location. York,
and there has been no such understanding with the of all the homestead farm of said deceased, lying in
<J’
‘ NnW v?hatreas0BHuS^1t t0 he accommodated as well as Alfred, and that well known, having been frequently the Represen people of this town. Even if there had been, our said Hollis, excepting what was assigned to his wid.rts and County tative from Berwick. He is an upright, indépen
lebltnK. A ' . '•
11 an only be done by locating the Courts
.first
bonds preclude us from every such privilege. ow as her dower.
•
•.
Alfred to comp13 ' ’
.ecords at Kenfiebunk—The town-1 of Alfred will dant and intelligent farmer, a gentleman who keeps The court house will belong exclusively to the coun
ALSO—About forty acres of land lying in said
,,e broken the
--------------------------c.. ;ffor.u...
n.n had not got aloof from every thing like intrigue and political
vav,e
no reason to complain
if they
Hollis, and bounded on the south-east by land of John
ty.
the famous
famous Eimington
Limington petiuot
petition and tried to get the bargaining ; who is disposed at all times to con
Hazelton and John Dennett on the N. E. by land of
_r3 <>i
movers
of t*|ic
I1C. r „in* Pp tne
"
’
have remained as they sult die interest of the community, in preference
'
1 nfhcrs f°r i'®m, ’I1 putts from York
they’ might
ha'
Ellis B Usher, on the N W. by a highway and land
FRENCH PAPERS.
ur I,».'—
Kennebunk people
ana ot
CCftmvgw __
are for a century come,
to come.
of Mark Dresser jr. and on the' S. W. by Cook’s
to any personal views.—Mr. Scammon is also
been
■o Alfred. They
Paris journals to the 14th July have
i rould never have thought of trying to get the county
brook so called.
.
ct that the i»b
a aurts to that town, while they were held'at York and generally known in the county. Has been a received in New-York—They afford very
Conditions made known at the time and place ofc
Eliot will voJ8il nianyi¡fidfred. Ifthis question should be decided in favor of Representative from the town of Saco. He few articles worthy notice.
1 at A|fre(LWHhanti i>) ieonebunk, and undoubtedly it will be, Alfred people has ever been distinguished for bis decision of
SAMUEL HOPKINSON, Guardian.
Letters from Corfu of the 15th, and from
’,*ay blame their own dear selves.—The. friends of character, unwavering integrity, and a hearty deX8»4’
of the 19th June, corroborate the AtlgtUt
r’ork perfectly understand this and they will convince ! vQtion to duty in whatever situation he has been
•■•ther
nsfield- 1 V , w|m;!i ie Alfred'people that they have been ungt ateful.
.
te for
aCe^
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Flaxseed.

Mustard Seed.

Notice¿

W

Public Auction,

T

Guardians1 Sale.

T

thqruQstsffl^lepl3

From the Trenton (.N.J.) Emporium.
WELCOME, FAYETTE !
Welcome, Fayette!
To the land that was won,
In part by your valor
From Slavery’s chain—
And that well we remember
The deeds you have done,
You shall feel when you tread
On our green shores again.
Our last sun shall set
Before we forget
With Washington’s name
Still to Join La Fayette,
Yes, the hero who bled
That our clime might be free.
As dear as the blood of
Our bosom shall be.
When the storm clouds of war
Gather’d black in the west,
At the first shout of “Freedom !”
That burst through the gloom,
lie left the bright home
Youth and beauty had blest,
To league with our fathers,
To share in their doom 1
And, when roll’d afar
Was that tempest of war,
And, the Eagle triumphant
Soared proud o’er each star,
He sought no reward,
No advantage to find,,
But the sweet peace that virtue
Imprints on the mind.

Then welcome, Fayette,
And, while gratitude burns
In hearts that have always 1
Been faithful and free,’
While one recollection
Of peril returns,
In the memory of millions
Immortal shall be
The hero and sage
Who, in youth and in age,
Has been liberty’s ch am ¡non
Through life’s every stagk.
Not a voice in this wide realm
You loved will forget
To join the loud chorus of
Welcome Fayette !

his liberty by saying he was an officer of an
English packet :—That the Emperor was
treating his troops, and making preparations
for defence ; and had restored Capt. Jewett,
of the navy, to his command, who bad been
dismissed for suffering a seaman to be tarred
and feathered on board his ship ;—And that
it was said, the Emperor had paid Lord
Cochrane his detained prize money.

PROBATE NOTICE.

Simia!.

Yo R K, s s. At a Court of Prohate held at York,
in and for said County, on the ninth day of Aitguit
A. D. 1824.
HEREAS John Fairfield, administrator of the
estate of Ichabod Fairfield, late of Saco
said county, gentleman, deceased, has this day pre,
sented the first account of his administration of said
estate, together with his private account against said
deceased, for allowance.
f
ORDERED, that the said administrator notify a]|
persons interested to appear at this court to be holden
at Alfr ed on, the first Monday of September next, by
causing an attested copy of this order, to be published
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at -Kennebunk;
That wbete
three weeks successively ; prior to the said first Mon.
day of September next : that they may then and
there appear, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
i ^Station, where
,nf° ly,
JONAS CLARK, fudge;
s, wnot>iy.thV I A tr ue Copy. Attest,
GEO. TEACHER, Reg’r.
August 13, 1824.

MARRIED—In Portland, on Sunday eve
ning, by the Rev. Mr. Ripley, Capt. Woodbury
Robinson, to Miss Louisa Tolford, formerly of
this town.
In Beverly, by Rev. Mr. Williams, Mr. Daniel
Annable, to Miss Abigail Dodge, eldest daughter
of Richard Dodge.
In Portland, Mr. John F. Fraser, Printer, to
From Africa.—On the 8th Joly, the Amer
ican Colonists at Cape Mesurado, were in a Miss Martha B. Becket.
In Greenfield, Mass. Mr. Benjamin H. Norton,
Nourishing condition, and trading peaceably
Editor of the Hartford Times, to Miss Augusta Ware,
with the natives.
of Boston.
At Pembroke, N. H. His Excellency David Law
CURIOUS SUICIDE.
rence Morrill, Governor of the State of New-Hamp
A short time since a poor man, a native of shire, to Miss Lydia Poor, daughter of Moses Poor,
Ireland, having had a quarrel with his wife, Esq. of Goffstown.
threw himself into the f iver and was drown Rare Sport—In Alabama, Mr. Levin Hanswoi th,
seventy, to Miss Martha Cole, in her fourteenth
ed. The following curious account of his aged
year. £7^25 dollars for the first boy ! In the same
death, written by himself, was found in his a- :state, Mr. Martin Moody, aged twenty-five, to Miss
partmeut :
Hugur, aged sixty; also, Mr. Webber,aged seventy“ As i know the people that will find my 1three, to Miss Ray, aged about twenty.
carcass is curio about the cause of my death, In Woodstock, Vt. Mr. Daniel Getz, aged 65, to ‘”1’0 be sold at Public Auction by order of the
Ann Fryman, aged 15.
which is something out of the way, ITi give Miss
Judge of Probate, for the County of YorkIn Marshfield, Mr. Asa Lapham, aged 90, to Miss
them all the satisfaction in my power about Jane Vinal, aged 40.
on the fourteenth dd^ of Aug. 1824, at ten o’clock
. it, as I know the whole matter from begin
forenoon, so much of the real estate which Asa
ning to end, the more my misfortune in marGillpatrick,Tate ofi Kennebunk, in said county
.rying a bad wife, that was never ph ased but
mariner, deceased, d ed seized of, as will raise the
sum of six hundred dollars to pay the just debts of
when she was angry^* with me, and scolded
DIED—In Philadelphia, John Keating, Jun. a dis-, the said Asa and incidental charges ; said estate
me out of my life.
tinguished member of the Philadelphia Bar.
“ It may be reported, as the world is great
In Baltimore, Mr. Samuel Curry, Printer, in consists of the following pieces of land, buildings
&c. : one piece of land containing about nine rMves
ly given io’ lying that 1 died by accident— the 22d year of his age.
adjoining David Little and Joel Larrabee Jun. by
buttbat is a mistake, for I threw myseU i,nto
“ Oh ! thou great head of earth and heaven,
the road leading from Kennebunk Meeting-House
the water and so killed myself; and as .cfle WhG dost the howling tempest ride,
to the landing at Durreil bridge, and one other
that’s left of my substance is not much, I hope Thy will the holy ride has given ;
Thou
wast
the
Printer''s
friendly
guide
:
piece
of land containing about eight and one half
there will be no quarrelling about it. 1 p ;
And now his earthly, mouldering firm
acres, adjoining Kennebunk river, and Joseph Porall the money that may be found in raj
1A locked in death’s close icy chase.
ter
and
Samuel Gillpatrick’s land, and one half of
breeches pocket to Betty M’Kei.zie. My j O ! save his spirit from the storm
the dwelling house lot and other buildings wherein
wile said that 1 had unlawful doings wiih her, That hurls the vicious from thy face ;
Nathaniel Gillpatrick now lives ; and also one half
And Oh ! when thy last trump shall sound
but that’s a lie of her own inventing, and if 1
of a Pew on the lower floor of the Rev. Nathaniel
was alive I would say it to her lace. As for And bid the sleeping dust arise,
H. Fletcher’s Meeting-House. Sale to be at the
May he be in the columns found
my wife she must provide for herself, as 1
That form the pages of the skies.”
house where Nathaniel Gillpatrick now lives, con
mean in future to give her nothing. 1 bad editions of sale, to be made known at th« time and
noughtodo to maintain her during my life
place of sale.
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and I am sure J’ll not trouble my bead about
her now I am dead. I forgive all the world
except my wife—but I don’t know rightly
where I shall go, but I am very easy about
it, as 1 got absolution slyly to-day, without
the Priest knowing what i had in my head.
“ I bore aii indi'dereiit goad character while
I was alive, and would have knocked the big
gest man down that dared to say a word
against it ; but now 1 am dead they may say
what they please, but the devil reward ’em
for their pains. I die in charity with every
body, except my wife, and wish well to ail
who had a regard to me, and don’t care a
quid of tobacco where tbe^ bury me.—1 was
divided between hanging and drowning, but
at last resolved upon the way 1 have taken,
as 1 thought it was not so vulgar as the other,
for they hang thieves, heretics and murder
ers, but never drown them. So I depart this
life in the 38th year of my age, without winc
ing, grumbling or whining—but like a man—
of my own free motion and choice, being at
all times a good Christian, with full assur
ance of going to heaven, where 1 shall laugh
at my wife and the devil.”

' AdministraMOUNT BLANC.
This gigantic mountain is nearly three miles above HANNAH GILLPATRICK,, ^ate^said
the level of the sea ; it is enveloped in a mantle of
eternal snow, which clothes its summit and sides, and
Asa GillpaFROM COLOMBIA.
gives it that glaring white appearance from which its
K. trick.
Bogota papers to the 1st July have been re
name is derived. The attempts _ to scale its stupen
Kennebunk, July 13, 1824.
ceived by Mr. Toplife since out; last. They
dous sides, surrounded with glaciers and pyramids of
The above Vendue is adjourned to the 28th of
ice, which threatens to engulf the being who dares to August, 1824, at ten o’clock, at the place abovegive but little news. An extra contribution
explore
these regions, where “ nought but solemn si
had Veen levied on all the citizens of the Re
mentioned.
lence dwells,”, have been numerous, and until lately,
public (including the Clergy) uud corpora
unsuccessful: in performing this arduous undertak
HANNAH GILLPATRICK
tions, of 25 cents on each pull, male and fe
ing, it is ijrst necessary to procure guides who a,re per
.
* ? tratrix.
male ; and the same sum on every fifty dollars
fect masters of their business/ provided with hatchets,
August 14, 1824.
ropes, and long poles, pointed with iron at one end,
of capital over fifty dollars. The process of
and having a hook at the other. They likewise car
collection was summary ; and the contribution
MILITARY GOODS. OIL STONES*
ry their provision and a tent; as three day.> of peril
was not to interfere with the ordinary taxes.
MUSTARD, $c.
and fatigue will scarcely bring the travellers to the
A treaty of amity between the goverment of
summit. Few provisions are however necessary, as
Colombia and Buenos Ayres, had been ratifi
the rarefaction of the atmo ph ere, after the first days
BARNABAS
PALMER,
march, greatly diminishe - the appetite, but produces
ed. The best understanding appeared to ex
an ardent thirst, accompanied with a violent pulsation, T-TAVürJsaJe a, general assortment of Military
ist between the British Agents and the gov
L~, Si* *uci] as Swords, Epauletts, Guns,
and a surprising increase of circulation.
ernment ; and no complaint appeared to be
Pistols, Plumes, Cords, Lace, Braids, Buttons, &c.&c.
In attaining the summit, the guides never lose sight
He has also on hand a quantity of Hindoston Oil
made of the tardiness of the British govern
of the traveller; in dangerous pases they support Stones suitable for Hones, and tools ofall descriptions.
ment in formally acknowledging their In
him with their poles extended on ea&h side, or even I he Stones are warranted equal if not superior to any
dependence. The United Stales continued
bear him in their arms ; but on approaching certain
1 ui key Stone, imported into this country. Mustard
chasms of unfathomable depth, over which a narrow tor
to be highly respected, and denominated the
families use, and a general assortment of English,
ridge of ice is the only passage, they oblige him to
classic nation of the Western Hemisphere.
and West India Goods may be found at his store,regard for some time the vast abyss, during which
Hereceives in payment Corn, Grain, Butter, Pork,
A public dinner had been given to Gen. URthey watch his countenance, and easily discern
DANETA, on his assuming the supreme
whether he may venture across. The slightest irre and nearly all kinds of Country produce.
Kennebunk, AuguA 20, 1824.
solution visible in the traveller has often determin
command of the Department of Zulia.
PIRATES CAPTURED.
ed the guides, notwithstanding the most lucrative
It had beenproposed to abolish the perpetuity
We learn by the brig Florida, from Trini offers, to return to the neighbouring valley of Cha
of the vows of females who take the veil, and dad, Cuba, which she left on the 5 th of July, in o uh i.
to allow them to renew tham every third or that the British armed schooner, Lion, CapL
The summit of the mountain, which is. visible at ID Y virtue of a Licence from the Judge of Probate,
for the County of York, to sell so much of the
fourth year, or to rejoin society.
Hooper, had captured a piratical schooner bl the distance of 204 miles, is so narrow, as scarcely real estate
of Jeremiah Hill, Esq. late of Biddeford,
tb permit t wo pe’rsons to walk abreast, especially on
about 60 tons, off* Cape Britain. There the western side, which is very steep, and termi deceased, as will raise the sum of eight hundred and
CHILI.
SANTIAGO, APRIL 30.
were 26 pirates on board, but four only were nates in frightful precipices, fearful to behold; The sixty-five dollars, and also by another license from the
On the 22d. the Hon. Heman Allen, Min taken, the remainder having escaped on the cola is here so intense, that fire can scarcely be rrl^ge to sell so much of the real estate of Mark
ister Plenipotentiary of the,United Stales, Island. It was expected that the whole of maintained in the chaffing dish, provisions are en L. Hill, of said Biddeford deceased, as will raise the
had his first public audience of the Supreme these free hooters would be taken by the tirely frozen, and ink even is congealed. To the sum of twenty-one hundred and fifty Dollars.
Director of the State, which took place with boats of two British armed schooners which rarefaction of the air-is to be attributed the singu The following jeal estate will be sold at Public
lar appearance of the sky, which is almost black Vendue on ^aturday the 4th day of September next,
the utmost possible pomp, and to the general were in pursuit of them.—A". K Adv.
and, on looking through a tube, the stars are visible at one of the clock afternoon, at the house of Rufus
joy of the People. Mr. Allen came to the Di
at noon.
Banks Innholder in Saco, viz.
rectoral Palace in one of the Government
About 150 Acres of Land, at a place called Winter
Appointments by the. Presidentcoaches, suitably accompanied ; and receiv
Harbour, adjoining lands °f William Benson, and oth
PRIDE.
John PItMan, of Rhode-Island, Judge of
ers
in Biddeford in lots t° suit purchasers.
ed the salute of the Palace guards, and a dis
Let me never for a moment forget that! am
the District of R. L vice David Howell, de
A field or lot of land, bounded on a lane and oh
charge of twenty-two guns from the batte ceased.
without cause for pride or vanity ; that even merit
lands of Jere. Hill and others, marked out on a plan
should not make me think myself higher than
ries. He was accompanied by the Apostolic
John Shillaber, (^Massachusetts, Con others, or that at all events it can give me no right in house lots.
Nuncio, by the Buenos Ay rean and Colombian
for Batavia, in Java, nice Abraliaio E. to domineer over another, or to injure the feelings Two wharf lots, with the flatts and priviledge.
Envoys, and ail the civil, military and eccle sul
A lot of land about 52 acres, part of the Tvng
Soesman.
J >
of any being in existence. Let me bear it ever in lot so called.
siastical authorities.
illiam Trimble of Arkansas, Judge mind that human nature is frail, though office, dig
A house lot and orchard adjoining lands of the heirs
In the address of the Chilian Minister of of W
said
Territory,
vice
Joseph
Selden,
de

of
John
Pike
and
others.
nity,
wealth,
power,
and
even
virtues
should
comForeign Affairs on this occasion, be compli
Haifa lot of land in Biddeford and Arundel, which ’
bine to conceal from me its infirmities. Who is
mented the United States as “ the great Na ceased.
Abraham B. Nones, of Virginia, Consul hejhat boasts ? A general, a patriot, a genius ' — said Jere. Hill and Mark L. Hill bought of Samuel
tion which, placed at the front of the Ameri
Parkman.
But death shall bring him from his height, as a
can Continent, will forever be the safeguard for Maracaybo, in Colombia.
Also, so much of the other half as lies in the town
John R. Thomson, of Pennsylvania, Con bird dropt by a huntsman, he shall flutter-fall— of Biddeford.
of liberty ; and i hich, by its acts of generous
sul
for
Canton,
in
China,
vice
Richard
R.
and be forgotten.
Also, part of the Tyng lot so called, lying in the
justice, by the wisdom of its institutions, and
town or Biddeford and adjoining the lands before men
by th© virtues of its citizens, commands our Thompson, deceased.
Solitude can well be fitted, and fit right, tioned bought of S. Parkman.
admiration and our gratitude.” On deliver
Half a house and about one quarter of an/acre of
but upon very few persons. They must have land,
FURTHER DAMAGE BY LIGHTNING.
ing to the Supreme Director his letter of cre
where Samuel Tarbox now Jives.
Also, all the landsjn the town of Arundel and Kendence, Mr. Allen pronounced an affectionate The thunder storms the beginning of the last week knowledge enough of the world, to see the
tollies
of
it
•
and
virtue
enough
to
despise
were
very,
extensive
and
heavy.
rsm
n
.k-Port’ belonging to the heirs of said Jeremiah
address ; to Which the Supreme Director re
A barn belonging to Mr Asa Woods, of Ashburn- all vanity.
Hill deceased, lying in common with the other
plied.
—
lands.
ham, was struck on Monday the 9th, and was consum
MARYLAND.
Baltimore, aug. 7.
All the above lands will be sold in lots to suit pur
ed, with 10 tons of hay and some lumber.
chasers.
DEATH OF MR. R0D5EY.
The house of Mr. Osborn of Acton, was struck on
REdIfjy.il.
Conditions will be made known at the time and
By Capt. Staples, from Buenos Ayres, we Monday, last week, but not essentially damaged.
G-RHEMOiyGZjC, BODWEM, & CO.
p ace cl sale, where a more particular description and ■
have accounts of the death, in that city, oft A stable belonging to James Turner, Esq. in Balti
AVE taken the Store recently occupied bv C plan of the lands will be exhibited.
more county was struck and consumed.—Nearly 100
W, Williams.
J
the 10th June, of the Hou. Cjssar Augustus hogs
were stuned by the shock, and laid apparently,
f Administrators’ cn ]
Rodney, Minister Plenipotentiary of the dead for some hours, when they recovered and exhib Kennebunk., Aug. 13, 182'4.
I the Estate of Jere- J
United States to the Government of Buenos ited no signs of bodily injury.
I miah Hill, Esq. de- 1
In Russell, in this State, three cows and a bull, be
Ayres.
SAMUEL PEIRSON,
ceased with the Will j
longing to Mr. Loomis, were killed ; in West Spring
JONATHAN KING. | annexed, and Ah I
field
17
sheep
belonging
to
Mr.
Leonard
;
and
in
I
ministrators on the'
FROM BRAZILS—Capt. Whiteridge, Granville, the tavern of Mr. Parsons, and the house of
ASH, at a fair price on delivery, will be paid
1 Estate of Mark Lfrom Rio Janeiro, arrived in Salem, 42 days, Mr.
Church, were struck and damaged.
for about 20 thousand feet of first rate mer
k
Hill deceased.
informs that a Portuguese fleet was daily ex At the southward, the storms were attended with chantable boards, well seasoned, to be used imme Biddeford, July J0, 1824.
pected there to blockade the port; and" that hail. In Gettysburg, Penn, from 7 to 10,000 panes of diately in repairing the brick store lately burned
gangs were very active in impressing men window glass were broken, and much grain destroyed. in this place.
Some of the hail stones were so thick as to be 15 hours
for the army and navy :—That they had even in
JOHN OSBORN & CO.
dissolving.—In Egypt, N. J. a similar destruction
AS taken the front part of Cot Enoch Hardy’s
pressed an American Captain, who obtained took nlacc.
Kennebunk. July 20, 1824.
Store.
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